
 

Occupational Therapy Tips & Tricks 
Spooktacular Edition  

 

 

Fun Fact: Ireland is typically believed 
to be the birthplace of Halloween!  

 

 
 

Happy Halloween 
from your Favorite 

Klein OT’s  
 

 

Fun Fact: The first Jack O'Lanterns 
were actually made from turnips! 

 
 

TIP:   Halloween    Safety  
Enjoying Halloween with Sensory Challenges   

Keep your students and children safe this Halloween with these spooktacular safety tips!  
 

1.  Prepare them for the holiday by discussing some of the traditions and activities  - what Halloween is and is not about 
2.  Before shopping for a costume - talk with your child about their clear expectations of what they want to be. Be mindful 
of: scratchy clothing, tight, slippery or stiff clothing, too long or too loose clothing, whether they will become too warm or 
might get cold. For sensitivities to the face - steer away from masks or paint/make up  
3. Let them know Trick or Treating is NOT mandatory - alternatives to trick or treating include: roasting pumpkin seeds, 
picking apples. Choose activities that best fit their sensory needs 
4.  When trick or treating, focus on a quiet street with sidewalks - daylight helps to reduce anxiety and increase safety  
5. Practice the sequence of walking to the door - saying “trick or treat”, putting the treat in the bag, and saying/signing 
“thank you”.  (TIP: try to go to family or friends homes to keep comfort level high) 
6. Skip homes with flashing lights, loud noises, and scary decorations 
7. Limit the duration and number of people and activities your child/student engages in and give notice of the sequence 
of events. Help your student/child advocate for their sensory needs - recognize sensory overload and immediately go to a 
quiet and small space if needed.  

https://www.aota.org/about-occupational-therapy/patients-clients/childrenandyouth/halloween-sensory.aspx


TRICK:    A   SPIDEY   Good   Time 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
  

Materials:  
1.   Paper egg carton   2. Hole punch  3. Pipe cleaner (black)  4. Paint  5.  Paint brush  6. Glue   
7. Googly eyes (for added fun!)  8. Markers (not necessary)  
 
 
Instructions: (Modify or Adapt instructions as needed for your students abilities) 
 1.  Pre-cut carton to make “body” of spider or have student cut (if able)   
2.  Hole punch base of  “body” 4 times on right and left sides   
3. Lace pipe cleaner through holes to make legs  
4. Paint “body” with brown or black paint - let dry for a few minutes   
5. Glue googly eyes to front of “body” or use markers to draw a face  
 
 
What are we working on:   
Fine Motor Strengthening: (hole punch, cutting with scissors, lacing pipe cleaner, squeezing glue bottle).  
Visual Motor Integration: (lacing pipe cleaner, hole punching, spacing between hole punching, gluing).  
Manual Dexterity: manipulating tools, isolation of fingers to lace pipe cleaner, grasp tools, etc.   
Tactile Senses and Smell Senses with  paint, glue, and other tools 
Cognition: following directions,  sequencing, problem solving, creativity  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Have fun and Enjoy!! 
Edited by: Marcie Nelson, OTR/L, MOT  

 


